Susan Harrison-Tustain
My 2019 Festive Season gift to you!

My 'Priming Method' & other methods I use
Watercolor lessons – My Priming Method in three easy steps

'Pink Peony at the Dr Sun Yat-Sen Garden, Vancouver, BC'
Watercolor on 300gsm Arches Hot Pressed Paper
As with all of my paintings - I began this painting of a beautiful peony using fine washes.
But the real magic came from using my signature Priming Method to establish the wonderful
foundation that allowed this painting to become real and have a true substance and sense of
presence.
Look at all of the different surfaces: Leaves, transparent petals, opaque petals, sharp edges in
the foreground, soft blurred edges in the suggested background of glowing rich colors. All of
these were made possible because my priming method was used in the early stages of this
painting.

I developed my Priming Method over a period of many years, and I now teach this
watercolor technique to all of my students. It is a simple but very effective 3 step
process. Varying the amount of water you use on your paper and brush will also
bring a variety of different finishes. Do think about the amount of water you are
using in your washes as well as on your brush and how much water is on your
paper. Make a mental note of what happens when you vary the amount of water
used in all of these places.
It is important to remember: To keep your 'pigment to water' ratio finely colored.
Fine veils of color are much more beautiful, transparent and jewel-like than thicker
scratchy, gluggy or uneven washes. If you use too much pigment in your wash some of the pigment may clog up the indentations in the paper surface and stop
the pigment from being absorbed within the paper - both in this layer and in future
layers too.

This apple was deliberately painted
using poor skills. It has subsequently
had a clear water wash laid over the
top of it. You can see what has
happened. There are 3 reasons that
would cause a color to lift like this:
1. I did not use my Priming
Method. My Priming Method
would have stopped this lifting
of pigment
2. The heavily pigmented washes
I used caused clogged paper
pores that meant color easily
lifted when subsequent wash
were laid in.
3. Paint was not bone dry before
laying in subsequent wash.

This painting was painted using
my Priming Method for initial
underneath layers. You can see the
marked contrast to the left hand image.
The subsequent layers are painted
using the traditional Wet in Wet, Wet on
Dry methods. The final layer was laid in
using the traditional Dry Brush method

You can find the list of my palette colors here:

https://www.susanart.com/workshopslessons/color-palette/
You will see that all my colors are transparent or semi-transparent apart from two
which are semi-opaque. However Schmincke paint is very finely ground so these
two colors can also be absorbed into the paper with ease. This is essential for my
'Priming Method' to be successful. Opaque colors are not as suitable.

Which methods do I use and when?
You will find by using my Priming Method on the Initial layers of your painting, you will be able
to create a reality and a substance in your work. You can then build your subsequent layers
using the traditional wet in wet, wet on dry, dry-brush and blushing methods. With this formula
and a palette of finely ground hues, I am able to capture a true sense of being there – a
presence. You will see what I mean before too long.

'Dancing 'til Dawn'
Watercolor on Arches 300gsm hot pressed paper

Can you see the smooth gentle washes and transitions of color in the foreground water, skin
tones, skirt, sky and rocks? My Priming Method allows me to create these wonderful washes
with ease.

My Priming Method in a Nutshell:
FIRST LAYERS (usually one or two layers) of My PRIMING METHOD:
I always build up the first one or more layers of my color using my Priming Method.
Once I have established my initial smooth blending (which is easy to do with my Priming
Method), I will then progress to using a traditional wet-in-wet method.
(See description of my 'My Priming Method in Action' below)
NEXT LAYERS (any number of layers - from 1 layer to numerous layers - you decide on the look
and feel you are wanting to achieve!) - Traditional WET IN WET METHOD
This wet in wet method is exactly as the name suggests: It is simply a matter of dropping wet
paint into a wet wash on the surface of your paper.
FINAL LAYERS: Traditional WET ON DRY METHOD, DRY BRUSH METHOD
My final layers which are generally my 'fine tuning' layers, are often wet on dry, dry-brush and
to finish with a blush of color here or there - I sometimes use my blushing method.
PLEASE REMEMBER:
BEFORE YOU ADD FURTHER WATER OR PIGMENTED WASHES:
ALWAYS LET YOUR PAPER BECOME BONE DRY ONCE YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE FIRST
PRIMING SET OF 3 LAYERS.
ALWAYS ALLOW YOUR PAPER TO BECOME BONE DRY ONCE YOU HAVE COMPLETED ANY WET
ON WET, WET ON DRY AND ALSO YOUR DRY BRUSH WASHES.

My Priming Method in action!
In the sections below I give you all the information you need to use my Priming
Method. I have also included information on how to avoid any issues - as well as
trouble-shooting information that will help you fix any problems you may
inadvertently experience.
I always advise my students to practice anything new before you take the new
method or technique to your painting. You will very soon become an expert. The
method is a simple three stage set that will extend your painting repertoire
greatly. Have fun!
Step One - Clear water wash:
The first step is to apply water to the region you wish to paint and then allow the
moisture to be absorbed into the paper. The ideal time to move to step two is when the
surface becomes a matte surface. In other words, there is no sheen remaining. Tilting
your painting may make this easier to see.
Step Two - Clear water wash:
Next, while the paper is matte surfaced - still 'barely damp' from step one, (i.e. the
sheen of the surface has just disappeared), lay in another very light wash of clear water.
Step Three - Pigmented wash:
YOU CAN DECIDE AT WHAT STAGE OF WETNESS YOU WOULD LIKE TO
INTRODUCE YOUR (STEP 3) PIGMENTED WASH.
THE WETTER THE SURFACE - THE SMOOTHER THE PIGMENTED WASH WILL BE
- AND THE FASTER THE PIGMENT WILL FLOW.
IF YOU WAIT UNTIL THE SURFACE IS 'JUST DAMP' - THE PIGMENT WILL STAY
CLOSER TO YOUR BRUSH - BUT IT WILL STILL DRY WITH A SOFT
GRADATION.OF COLOR
PRACTICE THE DIFFERENT STAGES OF DRYNESS - YOU WILL SEE EXACTLY
WHAT I MEAN.
What do these choices mean?


Of course you can decide at what stage of wetness/absorption you introduce your
pigmented wash (step 3) to your wet paper (step 2)



Naturally the earlier you bring in your pigmented wash (step 3) into your clear
water wash (step 2), the more wet the surface of the paper will still be.



The wetter the surface - the more easily, smoothly and quickly your pigmented
wash will move across the paper.



If you wait until this second clear water wash is more absorbed - the paint will not
flow as far or as fast. You will also have more control over the flow.



If you wait a little longer - the paint will stay closer to where you laid it - but it will
still dry with a soft gradated edge. You will have a greater control over how far the
pigment will flow.



As long as you have some water on your paper - 'wet', 'damp' or 'just moist' - your
pigmented wash will move from your brush and your pigment and will flow onto
your paper and away from your brush - to some degree - dependant on the
amount of water on your paper. With my Priming Method you will find you are
able to create beautiful soft blended color.

So you can see how versatile this method is. But there is much more to it - there
are numerous additional benefits when you use my Priming Method:
You can:
 add more fine washes of color
 change color hue
 strengthen areas of color
 lift color
 soften edges further and so much more
If your pigmented wash has become too, tooooo close to being absorbed (matte
surface) - then step back and let it dry. Lay in your additional color etc in a separate set
of 'Priming Method'. It is well worth the time and small amount of effort
Why? Imagine you have created a beautiful wash that you are thrilled with - but you
want to deepen an area a little - or bring in another color to that area. However your
paper now has a matte surface.
NOW IS NOT THE TIME TO DISTURB THE COLOR ON THAT SURFACE
In other words: your previous, beautiful wash is not set into the inner layers of the paper
yet. It is still slightly damp. Your paper needs to be absolutely BONE DRY before you
touch your paper again.
If you bring in any moisture at this (not bone dry) stage - your previous layer of color will
lift.
Bringing a brush of water/pigment into an 'almost-dry' pigmented wash will result in your
subsequent water and pigment pushing the original wash aside. This will cause a
'bloom', a 'cauliflower' - or a 'blossom' to form which you will have trouble getting rid of.

There is a simple way to avoid this:
Before moving on to apply further washes it is extremely important to ensure your
watercolor paper with your pigmented wash is BONE DRY. This will ensure your color is
set into the paper and will not move when laying in subsequent washes.
The great benefit of having your colors set into the inner layers of the paper is multiple:



You can lay in as few or numerous subsequent layers of color as you wish.
Nothing will lift those layers enough to cause any problems.

That's it! 3 simple but extremely effective steps to mastering watercolors. If you are new
to watercolor painting and this sounds a little complicated - simply break it down to the
three easy steps.
What I have also given you are additional trouble-shooting information for your future
reference too.
Understanding "Why" helps you to understand the reason for things. Once you know this
- then your knowledge will not only be based on fact - but it is also focused on the logic
of what we are doing - and that leads to being able to retain the information as well as
an understanding that allows you to apply this knowledge to numerous other situations.
Eventually you will have enough knowledge that you can troubleshoot your own issues.
This is how I teach and this is what will give you the edge we are all looking for to make
our work stand out.

What are the advantages of my Priming Method?


My watercolor Priming Method is successful because it allows pigment to
be absorbed as far as possible into the inner layers of the paper.










This allows us to add numerous subsequent layers without danger of lifting
the previous washes. There should only be a very minimal amount of color
that has dried and is sitting on the surface of the paper. Remember - our
color has been absorbed into the paper so there will be very little
movement of colour in the subsequent Priming washes
Having the inner layers of the paper slightly wet (because our first step in
my priming method has been absorbed into those layers) means our
second clear water wash will sit on the surface for longer than a Wet in
Wet wash would. This buys us more time to manoeuvre your paint before
your water dries too much and gets to that "don't touch - or you will create
blooms or cauliflowers" stage.
You can create any mood, atmosphere, sense of presence and tangibility
using my Priming Method.
The full spectrum of painting beautiful glowing, radiant, subtle, gentle,
deep, rich, vibrant color washes are all possible.
You will be able to create soft gently blended colors and gradations of
color and hues that flow from one into another as you describe the form of
your subject.
You can create color that softly flows into a highlight with no harsh
demarcation line

The Danger of Clogged Pores in the Paper
If paint was sitting on the surface - the pores of the paper will become
clogged.
This will happen if:





Opaque colour is used
The paint/water ratio is favouring too much paint
The previous pigmented wash is not dry yet
Heavy washes of color have been used as opposed to fine washes
All of these things will result in clogged pores, blocking the
absorption of pigment into the inner layers of the paper.

Why are clogged pores a problem?


They allow subsequent wash/es to lift the pigment sitting on the surface.



When this happens all the colors on the surface will mix with the following washes.



This often results in muddy, dull colors.



This excess pigment would then settle back on the surface of the paper because the
pores of the paper will have clogged up again.



The lifted colors would mix together with your subsequent colors and will be dull when
compared to the beautiful glowing colors would otherwise achieved.



The concentrated pigment also has with it the binder medium of gum Arabic. This is a
shiny substance that is invisible if the paint is applied in fine washes. But it will leave a
shiny surface when the paint is applied thickly or sits on the surface in any
concentration.

Hint: I use my Priming Method at the early stages of a painting. As the painting
advances and I feel I have reached the tonal depth and saturation of colour I desire - I
then change to a wet-in-wet method for the middle wash/es.
Feel free to take a look at my work in the gallery on my website:

https://www.susanart.com/paintings/flowers-rose-paintings/
I hope you agree my glowing Priming Method speaks for itself as it allows me to capture
nature in all her radiant/delicate/subtle/strong beauty - no matter what the subject. It
allows my colors to dance on my paper.

'Floral Dance'
Watercolor on Arches 300gsm hot pressed paper

Can you see the glow in the centre of the petals, the gentle transitions of
seamless color on the petals? Can you see the gentle rolls on the leaf segments?
Everything in this painting is made possible because my Priming Method allowed
me to capture the beauty of nature in dappled light.

I use this phrase below many times - this is my mantra - hmmm - well - it is my mantra among many others.......:....
"More water - less control
Less water - more control"
What I am referring to is this:
The more water you use on your paper and in your brush - the more readily your paint
/pigmented wash will flow, so you have less control over exactly where it goes. That is
not a bad thing. In fact it's one of the beauties of watercolor painting. The 'secret' is to
know how and when to use 'more water'.
The less water you have on your brush or on your paper - the more likely it is that your
pigment will stay closer to where you painted/deposited it.
This phrase relates to my Priming Method, Wet in Wet, Wet on dry and of course dry
brush.
The other end of the scenario is dry brush. Naturally there is no water on the paper and
little in the brush. The paint stays exactly where you put it. Once you introduce clear
water washes to your paper - you will find your paint flows in accordance to the amount
of water you are using.
Try it - watch what happens when you vary the amount of water on your paper and/or on
your brush. These are the things I want you to become familiar with. The amount of
water you use will govern the appearance of your washes and painted areas more than
anything else you do.
Enjoy my Priming Method - watch as your new skill transforms your paintings and puts
you in control - whether you want a detailed or a spontaneous appearance to your work.
Have fun!
Susan

Susan Harrison-Tustain
Fine Artist, Author and Art Teacher

